Scenario 3 Weekday Bus, Rapid Transit, and Ferry Service Changes

Route Eliminations (65,000 annual trips):
- Eliminate routes: 48, 355, and 500

Route Revisions (297,000 annual trips):
- Route 217: Eliminate Wollaston Beach section
- Route 354: Eliminate midday service
- Route 439: Eliminate service between Central Square (Lynn) and Vinnin Square; extend service to Wonderland
- Route 441: Eliminate service between Wonderland and Haymarket
- Route 442: Eliminate service between Wonderland and Haymarket
- Route 451: Eliminate midday service
- Route 455: Eliminate service between Brown Circle and Haymarket and terminate at Wonderland
- Route 555: Change terminus from Riverside to Central Square (Waltham)

Reduce Frequency (69,000 annual trips):
- Route 52: From 45 to 90 minutes in midday
- Route 217: From 11 to 4.5 round-trips
- Route 351: From 30 to 45 minutes
- Route 439: From 9 to 5 round-trips; 1.5 round-trips to serve Wonderland
- Route CT3: From 30 to 60 minutes in midday

Eliminate Private Carrier Bus Program in Medford (Route 710) and reduce Suburban Bus Program subsidies by 50% in all locations (Bedford, Boston Mission Hill, Beverly, Burlington, Dedham, and Lexington) (169,000 annual trips)

Legend
- Bus: Maintained Service
- Rapid Transit: Maintained Service
- Ferry: Maintained Service
- Reduced-Frequency Service
- Midday-Only Eliminated Service
- Eliminated Service
- Suburban Bus Program Service

CTPS - 3/28/2012
Scenario 3 Saturday Bus, Rapid Transit, and Ferry Service Changes

Route Eliminations (82,000 annual trips):
- Eliminate routes: 48, 52, 245, 451, 554 and Quincy ferry (Route F2)

Route Revisions (107,000 annual trips):
- Green Line E Branch: Eliminate service between Brigham Circle and Heath Street

Reduce Frequency (27,000 annual trips):
- Route 465: From 70 to 120 minutes
- Mattapan High-Speed Line: From 11-13 to 23-26 minutes, 6:00 to 10:00 AM and 8:00 PM to 1:00 AM

Eliminate Private Carrier Bus Program in Medford (Route 710) and reduce Suburban Bus Program subsidies by 50% in both locations (Boston [Mission Hill] and Beverly) (4,000 annual trips)

Legend

- Bus: Maintained Service
- Rapid Transit: Maintained Service
- Ferry: Maintained Service
- Reduced-Frequency Service
- Eliminated Service
- Suburban Bus Program Service

CTPS - 3/28/2012
Scenario 3 Sunday Bus, Rapid Transit, and Ferry Service Changes

Route Eliminations (57,000 annual trips):
- Eliminate routes: 18, 37/38, 245, 436 and Quincy ferry F2

Route Revisions (68,000 annual trips):
- Green Line E Branch: Eliminate service between Brigham Circle and Heath St

Reduce Frequency (21,000 annual trips):
- Mattapan High-Speed Line: From 11-13 to 23-26 minutes all day

Legend
- Blue: Bus: Maintained Service
- Dashed Blue: Rapid Transit: Maintained Service
- Red: Ferry: Maintained Service
- Orange: Reduced-Frequency Service
- Black: Eliminated Service

CTPS - 3/28/2012